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BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS FEATURE 

Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis in Monitoring
of the Clinical Status and Diagnosis of Diseases
Bioelectrical impedance analysis is a low cost, noninvasive technique for
measuring the composition of the human body and evaluating clinical
conditions. Biological impedance is a complex quantity composed of a resistive
value R (real part), mainly due to the total value of water in the body, and a
reactive value Xc (imaginary part), mainly due to the capacitance created by
the cell membrane.
Read more

 

NEURAL NETWORK NEWS
Aldec to Exhibit Deep Neural Network and Machine Learning at Arm
TechCon
Aldec, Inc. will be showcasing the development of Deep Neural Network (DNN)
and Machine Learning (ML) applications at Arm TechCon from October 8-10 in
San Jose, CA in booth #233. 
Read more
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ADLINK Technology Express-CF/CFE COM Express Type 6 Modules
Support the Hexa-core (6 cores) 64-bit 8th Generation Intel? Core? and
Xeon? processor with Mobile Intel? QM370, HM370, CM246 Chipset.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

POWER CONVERTER NEWS
Vertiv?s Power Extend Converter Empowers Remote Radios at Cell Sites
Vertiv introduced the eSure C48/58-1000 Power Extend Converter, a compact
device that economically boosts voltage up to -58 VDC, to support increasing
power needs of remote radio heads on cell towers. 
Read more

PROCESSING NEWS
ITTIA, Cypress Collaborate on Embedded SQL Database for Wireless
MCUs
ITTIA?s DB SQL embedded database engine has been integrated as a
relational database library in Cypress Semiconductor?s WICED SDK. This
allows flash media on Cypress wireless MCU-based systems to support SQL
queries and data storage. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Dev Kit Weekly: Thundercomm TurboX AI Kit
This week we review the Thundercomm TurboX AI Kit, which is based on
the Thundercomm TurboX module, which is based on the Qualcomm
SDA845 heterogeneous SoC, which is based on... just kidding.
Sponsored by Qualcomm

 

POWER ELECTRONICS NEWS 
ABSOPULSE?s 800Vdc-input DC-DC Converters Deliver up to 2000W
ABSOPULSE Electronics? HVI 2K-F6W series of high input voltage DC-DC
converters use HVI2500 topology to deliver up to 2000W output power. 
Read more
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POWER AMPLIFIER FEATURE 

The Fundamentals of Transimpedance
Amplifiers
The TIA circuit seems to be reasonably straightforward, so why all the hubbub
over a circuit that has four components: a photodiode, an amplifier, a feedback
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resistor, and usually a feedback capacitor? With power connections, these
circuits are ready to receive light and convert the impinging luminance to a
usable voltage.
Read more
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